Dear researcher,

We are delighted to have you attend at the 4th Annual European Forum on Nanoscale IR Spectroscopy this year!

Please find in below some practical information to help prepare your trip, don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. (Yan.Liu@bruker.com, Eubns.intern@bruker.com)

LOCATION

The forum will take place at the Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica where there is ample space for up to 150 attendees.

Visiting address: Science Park 123, 1098 XG Amsterdam

> Click here to see Google Map
HOW TO REACH CWI BY CAR

CWI is located at Science Park 123, 1098 XG Amsterdam. The street name 'Science Park' has been in use since 2011 and might not be implemented in all navigation systems. In case your navigation system does not recognize 'Science Park 123', please use the old address 'Kruislaan 413, 1098 SJ Amsterdam' instead.

> Directions:
  Exit the A10 ringroad at S113/Watergraafsmeer
  Follow the Science Park signs; these will direct you to the Kruislaan
  Turn left onto the Carolina MacGillavrylaan after passing through the railroad tunnel
  Take the Science Park entry at your right and enter the gate

> Parking

You can park your car at any parking lot after the gate. Follow the signs to number 123, our main entrance.
Parking is paid after one hour. Please hold on to the card you receive when entering the gate; you will need it to leave the terrain.

> Science Park Amsterdam map in pdf format.

HOW TO REACH CWI BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Train

CWI is a five minutes’ walk away from NS station Amsterdam Science Park. This station is served four times an hour from the directions Amsterdam Centraal – Schiphol and Almere – Amersfoort.

Walk through the tunnel after leaving the platform for the science park (northeast exit), cross the street (Carolina MacGillavrylaan) at the crosswalk and walk past the brown building of Amsterdam University College. You will be able to see CWI's main entrance on your left behind the parking lot.

Bus

Alternatively, bus 40 serves Amsterdam Science Park four times an hour from stations Amsterdam Amstel (train, metro, tram) and Amsterdam Muiderpoort (train, tram). Get off at bus stop 'Science Park' or 'Science Park Aer'. During rush hour bus 240 can be used, too.

> See also public transport (OV) planner 9292

HOTEL SUGGESTIONS

- Q-Factory Hotel
- Hampshire Hotel – The Manor Amsterdam
- Amsterdam Tropen Hotel
- Hotel Arena
- Hotel Casa Amsterdam